
PropDesk 365 is specially designed for the digital needs of the real estate and property industry. Built on the
Microsoft Dynamics 365 platform, PropLease 365 is capable of handling processes from inquiry, contract,
move-in / move-out management, revenue recognition and after-sales / lease maintenance. PropDesk 365
helps you to manage your multiple properties, tenants, and maintenance work at one centralized portal. The
single, integrated solution provides complete transparency, accurate analytics, and detailed property
management reports including opportunity, unit availability, tenancy, maintenance, payment and revenue
reports. This helps property owners and managers to make more informed decisions based on consistent
real-time views of their properties.

PropDesk 365  
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Property Sales Property Lease
It helps in streamlining
sales pipeline by creating
more leads and
automatically updating
them on the system. You
can create different
sections for Residential and
Commercial sales. Manage
your leads booking and
multiple Payment Plans
efficiently. With PropDesk
365 you can also upgrade
and manage your post sale
documents and payments.

PropDesk 365 automates
the most time-consuming
aspects of the lease process,
optimizes complex charges
and reconciliations, and
ensures compliance with the
most modern accounting
standards. It provides tools
to manage both lessor and
lessee accounting processes.
It can create automated
notices or alerts for various
stakeholders at relevant
times. 

Property Maintenance
Property maintenance
includes planned and
breakdown maintenance
requests and its executions in
a very streamlined manner. It
provides a self-service
customer portal where they
can see their relavant
information and directly
request the service.
Consumables can be
managed with high visibility
of cost to analyse from unit
to portfolio level.  

Solution by Tech Falcon Powered by Microsoft Dynamics 365  



Lead and Opportunity Management (Sales Pipeline)
Residential sales
Commercial Sales
Inventory Management (Project, Building, Units)
Booking and Payment Plan Management
Reservation and Sale Agreement Print (All Languages)
Post Sales Operations (Upgrade / Downgrade / Payment plan Flexibility etc)
VAT Management
Broker Portal
Document Management

PROPERTY SALES

Lead and Opportunity Management (Leasing Pipeline)
Residential Leasing
Commercial Leasing
Offer Management (Quotation to Tenant)
Contract Management
Receipt Management
Auto Notices from CRM (Renewal Notice, Termination Notice, Maintenance Notice,
Bounce cheque Notice etc).
Payment Plan Management

PROPERTY LEASING

Maintenance Request
Customer Portal
Case Management
Work Order Management
Inventory Management (Inventor Consumption on work orders etc)
Planned maintenance (Job wise)
Planned maintenance (Worker wise)

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

PropDesk 365 Capabilities 
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Microsoft Dynamics 365 Suite 
Dynamics 365 is capable of supporting multiple business models and offers real-time visibility of
plant operations. It empowers your stakeholders to stay connected and informed. With business
intelligence and analytics capabilities of Dynamics 365, your employees can make on-the-go
decisions confidently and quickly than ever before.

Dynamics
365 Finance
Built-in predictive analytics and
intelligence capabilities enables
you to make better and faster
decisions to match the pace of
your industry trends.

Dynamics 365 Supply
Chain
Built-in predictive analytics and
intelligence capabilities enables
you to make better and faster
decisions to match the pace of
your industry trends.

Dynamics 365
Commerce
An omni-channel solution to
unify back-office, in-store, and
digital shopping experiences of
your customers to engage and
retain them.

Dynamics 365
Human Resource
Deliver a modern employee
experience by streamlining
common HR tasks and enhance
employee performance and
responsiveness.

Dynamics 365
Customer Service
Meet and exceed customer
expectations by delivering
smart and personalized
support to your customers that
they will require throughout
the customer journey.

Dynamics 365 Field
Service
Boost the productivity and
responsiveness of your field
technicians to offer exceptional
service experience to your
customers.

Dynamics 365
Marketing
Raise the impact of your
marketing campaigns with
smart tools that improve
awareness and demand with
seamless customer
experiences.

Dynamics 365
Project Automation
Raise the impact of your
marketing campaigns with
smart tools that improve
awareness and demand with
seamless customer
experiences.

Dynamics 365 
Sales
Close more sales by enabling
professional buying
experiences to prospects by
understanding needs to engage
them more effectively.

Artificial Intelligence
Platform, tools, and service for
developing AI solutions in
conversational AI, machine
learning, data sciences,
robotics, IoT, and more.

Power Platform
One platform built by Microsoft
to provide business
intelligence, low-code custom
apps, organizational process
automation, and virtual agents.

Azure IoT
Aggregate, distil, analyse,
visualize, and automate
processes and systems to
proactively avoid costly events
or improve revenues and
customer experience.
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How can PropDesk 365 help you?
Manage your leads
Manage in-house and external agents
Streamline sales/lease process
Manage property inventory
Payments and commissions
Maintenance of the property 
Integrate with leading financial apps
Advanced analytics and reporting capabilities 

Why choose Tech Falcon?

At Tech Falcon we believe in trusted relations based on
open communication. We can significantly accelerate your
product performance. You can focus on running your
business without worrying about emergency incidents,
control over intellectual property, and disruptions.

We are part of the Lootah Holding Group, which has
significant real-estate business in the Dubai region. This
gives us indepth understanding of the real-estate and
property industry with business process and techology
expertise.  
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Assurance
Our skilled professionals have

years of experience in the
biggest companies, supporting

complex projects using best
technologies.

Openess 
Our partners appreciate our

approach, no matter the
distance, we perform our best,
communicate well, and become

integral team members.

Eagerness
Because we join the team, we

tend to recommend top
solutions, and modifications, in

order to make your product
efficiently performing.


